27 and 28, corresponding with Frey's second appearance on The Oprah Winfrey Show. Blog activity finally drops off after February 3, when Frey's ''apology'' was released, and Random House announced its plans to include the apology in all future printings of the book. 3 As might be expected, after the million little pieces hit the fan, the message board on Frey's own Web site, BigJimIndustries.com, was swamped with postings. According to the March, 2006 Wikipedia account of the events (as good a source as any on the life of a blog), the site closed and was redesigned without the message board, but by the end of January the board was back in place. Frey impersonators began posting to Oprah's and Frey's own discussion boards, prompting the following response from Frey on January 30, his first posting to his site since his Larry King appearance: ''I am not posting anything on any message boards, including the board at this site. Anything posted in my name was not written by me, and is not a statement by me in any way whatsoever'' (''James Frey''). We will return to this concern over the authenticity of online posting (however ironic it might appear in this context); it is worth noting at this point, however, the speed at which the Web site attracted hundreds of postings. In the months that followed, the discussion board on the BigJimIndustries.com Web site developed into a support-community of sorts (some fifty plus pages of threaded posts in the first three months of 2006 alone): postings that support Frey as an author and as a fellow addict, postings of addicts and alcoholics supporting each other, and postings that record the banality of daily community interactions (movie and music recommendations, birthday greetings, etc.) Over the next few months the site would change its format somewhat-adding a chat feature, organizing discussion board postings by topic, designating ''member'' and ''nonmember'' features-but this ''community of support'' element remained (and still remains) a foregrounded feature. As of July 2007, eighteen months after TSG's exposé, readers of A Million Little Pieces were still posting to James Frey's site to share their appreciation of the honesty of his memoir, and to share words of frustration and support to other readers recovering from and struggling with addiction.
This community aspect of the Frey affair raises a number of interesting questions, in part because the book, the controversy, and the ongoing blog activity represent at least three distinct, yet overlapping communities. First is the community of readers. 4 While one might argue that any text serves as a context for community by providing a shared frame of reference for social contact, Frey's chosen genrememoir-and its status as an Oprah Book Club pick amplify this inherent communal function to the extent that the genres of memoir and talk show alike share the rhetorical form of ritualized public revelation of personal life. The Oprah Winfrey Show is predicated upon the notion that coming forward and bearing one's message-sharing one's ''story''-creates a connection with the audience that in turn creates community. Although Frey personally disavows twelve-step programs, his book takes part within a similar rhetoric of recovery: that ''carrying one's message'' creates a larger community of recovery in its attempt to ''reach out'' to the suffering addict and alcoholic. Oprah's book club makes this function explicit at two levels: first, through the talk show format, in which the intimate exposure of the guest presumably brings benefit to the audience; and second, through the prescriptive of a book club reading list, creating an imagined community in a sense quite parallel to Benedict Anderson's original use of the term, where the conspicuous consumption of a text serves to establish membership in a community of like-minded individuals.
But one need not actually read A Million Little Pieces to be a member of Oprah's Book Club, which in effect defines the second community evoked by the Frey controversy. The ''community of viewers'' aspects of a mass media broadcast are amplified in the instance of The Oprah Winfrey Show to the extent that, in both form and content, Oprah addresses her studio audience and her mass-mediated audience as a collective ''we''-what Margaret Morse describes as a mode of ''engagement'' that blurs community-oriented intersubjectivity and media-oriented interactivity (14 -23) . As Laurie Haag notes, the confessional aspects of The Oprah Winfrey Show places Oprah within a tradition of female talk show hosts who evoke the structures of intimate conversation in their attempt to have their guests speak from and to the heart (116 -17). The audience does not watch so much as witness. In the same conventions of twelve-step recovery that Frey eschews, Oprah's guests promise to share their ''experience, strength, and hope'' with a community of viewers in a format that is simultaneously public and intimate. ''Carrying a message'' implies a set of relations that exceeds simple transmission of information. It takes place in the ritualized social spaces of private confession and public revelation. The Oprah Winfrey Show produces what John Silk has called ''mediated quasi-interaction,'' in which the televised appearance of ''a fellow sufferer'' creates a form of identification that, while initiated through mass media ''may lead to involvement in geographically and socially extensive self-help and mutual support networks'' (179). To some degree, Oprah Winfrey and Larry King, the other mass media figure of importance here, mark poles on this spectrum. Whereas Oprah's show works to establish intimacy and structures itself as a domestic, feminine space of what Haag calls ''girl talk,'' King's show, from the suspenders to the microphone prop, structures talk around the concept of ''news.'' While hardly an intimate setting, Larry King Live marks a mediated space of revelation not unlike Oprah's couch. As such, the audience watching the show participates in a ritualized event. They are not simply receivers of the news; they are participants in a ''mediated quasi-interaction''-a communal revelation.
It is important to note, however, that the media storm surrounding A Million Little Pieces occurred not in response to the rise of a mediated community of the heart, but rather in response to The Smoking Gun's allegations of misrepresentation. As Elizabeth Bird notes, ''scandal stories, like other stories, bring changing mores into sharp focus through media narratives and the popular discussion that takes off from those narratives, whether in homes, workplaces, or on the Oprah Winfrey Show'' (44). In the instance of the Frey controversy, the intersection of media narrative and popular discussion marks a third mediated community, to the extent that the Internet provided a many-to-many forum for the propagation of an unfolding scandal. While book sales soared after Oprah's endorsement and Frey's subsequent appearance on her talk show, the blog activity was, as noted above, relatively low. Unlike the community of the heart evoked by the confessional mode of The Oprah Winfrey Show, or the imagined community of readers evoked by the book itself, the community of bloggers only began to participate in large numbers in circulating the Frey story once it became a story of representational veracity. Certainly a number of these blogs were taking part in by now a fairly well established relation between blogs and the mass media, in which blogs function as ''media filters.'' Yet it would seem that the particular nature of Frey's transgression acted as a catalyst for blog activity: he did not merely misrepresent the facts; he misrepresented himself. If media scandals are, as Bird suggests, ''moral dramas in extravagant terms'' that say much about the culture and community in which they spread, we have much to learn in considering how and why the community of bloggers took hold of this story (48). ÃÃÃÃÃ As a scandal of misrepresentation, Frey's tale parallels the saga of Plain Layne, Kaycee Nicole Swenson, and other infamous blog ''hoaxes,'' in which a large community of avid readers found that the life they had been following so closely online was not at all what it appeared to be. As John Jordan notes, when Kaycee Nicole's readers discovered that the teenage girl who had fought leukemia for two and a half years before dying of a brain aneurism was really the creation of Debbie Swenson (Kaycee's ''mother''), the blog community, while united in its vilification of Debbie's transgression, were rhetorically divided between those who felt all online identities were suspect and those who maintained that trust in honest renderings of the heart provided the social foundation for online community. As one blogger commented, ''Shame on 'Debbie' and who ever else was involved, but as for the rest of you, I still love you all!'' (qtd. in Jordan 207). The scarequotes are of interest here, in this diacritical attempt to distinguish between persona and the personal, between signs of the digital avatar and an electronic language of the heart. But as Jordan notes, drawing on Mark Poster's concept of underdetermination, 5 while online community depends upon a dialogic interplay between the presentation of identity and an audience's acceptance (and hence construction) of that identity, ''when it came to Debbie's subjectivity, community members rhetorically negated the dialogic view of identity as a strategy for preserving their community and their own innocence'' ( Jordan 207) .
Of equal interest, however, is that the resultant confession did not dispel this online community, but actually provided-for a period at least-opportunity for heightened activity. As reported in the New York Times, some fifty bloggers and community participants (dubbing themselves the Scooby Doos) began examining data and trading information back and forth in an attempt to get to the truth of Kaycee Nicole-a hunt that continued on even after Debbie Swenson's confession (Hafner G1). 6 As Hafner notes, ''The incident is revealing not only for what it says about the Internet as safe redoubt for deception but also for the role it played when dozens of people, at once curious and angry, became electronic gumshoes and used the Web to root out the fraud'' (G1). A similar phenomenon occurred when Plain Layne's well-read blog ended abruptly in 2004 after some three years with the discovery by ''Internet sleuths'' that Layne was not a twentysomething young woman coming of age in the IT world, but was actually a thirty-something young man named Odin Soli, engaged in a fiction project (Boese). Not only did the blog attract, according to Soli's figures, some 500,000 readers; it also generated a community of Plain Layne trackers, who shared information and reciprocal links in an attempt to establish the ''real identity'' of the writer. In this context, we might begin to understand the spike in ''James Frey'' references along similar lines, as blogs attempted to answer the question: is James Frey really who he claims to be? The story of James Frey's misrepresentation of himself becomes, in other words, the real story-a story that develops and sustains itself in its circulation through the ''blogosphere.'' As Bird notes, the critical language of media scholars is often ill-suited for an analysis of scandal in that:
Journalism critics tend to define news in terms of how effective the text of news stories are at conveying information about the world to readers and viewers. They assume that readers consume news in order to learn facts about the world around them and be informed. In that respect, they follow what Carey (1989) calls a 'transmission' view of communication. (22) The reference to the work of James Carey, and his distinction between transmission and ritual views of communication, is quite appropriate to a discussion of the communities of discourse that developed onand offline in response to the Million Little Pieces controversy. In the transmission view of communication, geography and language coincide in the image of dispatch and delivery from point A to point B. This view provides a central, dominant concept for our understanding of communication as ''a process whereby messages are transmitted and distributed in space for the control of distance and people'' (Carey 15 This definition exploits the ancient identity and common roots of the terms ''commonness,'' ''communion,'' ''community,'' and ''communication.'' A ritual view of communication is directed not toward the extension of messages in space but toward the maintenance of society in time; not the act of imparting information but the representation of shared beliefs. If the archetypal case of communication under a transmission view is the extension of messages across geography for the purposes of control, the archetypal case under a ritual view is the sacred ceremony that draws persons together in fellowship and commonality. (18) Continuing in his reading of communication in the context of religion, he argues that ritual ''sees the original or highest manifestation of communication not in the transmission of intelligent information but in the construction and maintenance of an ordered, meaningful cultural world that can serve as a control and container for human action '' (18 -19) . Using the newspaper as an extended example, he notes that a ritual view of communication reveals the degree to which the act of reading reaffirms the reader's place within a social, economic, and moral sphere. Drawing in part on Durkheim, he suggests that in both secular and religious forms:
[The] projection of community ideals and their embodiment in material form-dance, plays, architecture, news stories, strings of speech-creates an artificial though nonetheless real symbolic order that operates to provide not information but confirmation, not to alter attitudes or change minds but to represent an underlying order of things, not to perform functions but to manifest an ongoing and fragile social process. (19) The ritual model emphasizes the role of communication in establishing social cohesion-and coherence-in the form of imagined communities.
In the dominant transmission view of communication, the receiver functions as an operator to the extent that she is ultimately transcendent to the act of transmission itself. She is literally out of context. . 7 Shannon's communication system, defined as a cybernetic system, attempts to optimize output, honing actual performance from the range of possible outcomes of an operation . 8 While there is no arrow in Shannon's schematic feeding back from receiver to source, it is implied in the desirability of a one-to-one correspondence between signal at source and signal at receiver. The channel, in other words, is really a circuit. In this regard, cybernetics takes part in, and is a primary example of, Lyotard's ''logic of maximum performance''-a legitimation that depends solely upon efficiency, predictability, and optimization (Postmodern xxiv). Cybernetics plays by the rules of this game, defining communication as a transmission within a field of givens that are in principle entirely knowable, calculable, and therefore predictable.
While communication-as-transmission ultimately seeks to obey what Lyotard calls a performativity principle of maximum efficiency and maximum control, communication-as-ritual depends upon performance: a situationally specific calling forward of symbolic relations (Postmodern xxiv). In his critique of cybernetics' performativity principle in The Postmodern Condition, Lyotard calls attention to a crisis of legitimation in the ''pragmatics of scientific knowledge,'' which can only affirm statements that can be assigned truth-values, directed toward provable referents. It has no system, however, to legitimate itself as a system of knowledge, other than through a process of delegitimating all other knowledge systems. The ''pragmatics of narrative knowledge,'' on the other hand, allows for and incorporates a wide range of language games and ultimately legitimates itself in its actual performance (18 -23). As a ritual mode of communication, the story circle of narrative encloses the moment of telling and the context of telling in an act of social legitimation. A narrative culture, writes Lyotard, ''finds the raw material for its social bond not only in the meaning of the narratives it recounts, but also in the act of reciting them'' (22). The pragmatics of narrative knowledge defines the reciprocal relationship among communicative positions of teller, audience, and subject of the tale. Understanding communication as ritual allows us also to understand the means by which a narrative structures the social context for teller and tale alike. As Lyotard notes, ''The knowledge transmitted by these narrations is in no way limited to the functions of enunciation; it determines in a single stroke what one must say in order to be heard, what one must listen to in order to speak, and what role one must play . . . to be the object of a narrative'' (21). The ritual view of communication foregrounds social and cultural context-and to some degree creates that context, much as a performative speech act both requires and reaffirms the specific speech situation that gives it its force. In contrast to the cybernetic circuit, ritual communication operates within the metaphorical structure of the story circle. ''Story telling'' is never about just getting the story across. It defines a distinctive social space, one that privileges a sharing of context over informatic exchange. As such, the ritual communication of narrative-storytelling-creates and is created by a communal experience, imagined or otherwise, defining matters of social inclusion and exclusion, cultural belonging and cultural challenge.
To return to Frey's book, Oprah, and the million little blogs: the question becomes not a matter of what James Frey did or did not reveal or convey, but rather: how does the media event that propelled these communities establish and maintain a set of cultural values and concerns? Certainly Bird's analysis of media scandals is relevant here, in that the controversy surrounding A Million Little Pieces ultimately became a kind of ''tabloid'' story that played out the moral anxieties of the day. The story is a cautionary tale of sorts, about what to believe and about the nature of truth, deception, and revelation. As ritual communication in the narrative mode, the James Frey saga ''communicates'' a great deal in that it satisfies a sense of how the world works, for better or for worse. This is not to let Frey off the hook for his so-called literary embellishments. Rather, it is an attempt to acknowledge that in both its furious uptake as a memoir from the heart and the media storm that followed on The Smoking Gun's exposé, we might best understand the Frey controversy as a communicative event, one governed by the social structures of ritual and the pragmatics of narrative knowledge. As such, we might think of this event as marking a conflict in narratives within popular culture-a conflict that did not originate in or limit itself to the world of blogs, but which is best understood within this communicative context.
In this regard, then, blog response to the Frey controversy and various blog hoaxes such as Kaycee Nicole or Plain Layne is significant to the extent that it calls attention to the pragmatic context for a culturally defining event. If, as Bird argues, media scandals provide culturally relevant stories for a society, regardless of how ''trivial'' the news, then the Million Little Pieces controversy was scandalous not because Frey's transgression was so exceptional, but rather, because the challenges of mediated representation had long since become a recognizable feature of everyday life. The same month that Frey appeared on Oprah's couch, Stephen Beachy's feature, ''Who is the Real JT LeRoy'' appeared in New York magazine, describing the author's attempts to reveal the real person behind the persona who claimed to be a former ''teenage hustler who'd been pimped out as a cross-dressed prostitute by his mother at truck stops throughout the South'' (Beachy). When the James Frey story broke into discussion on the MetaFilter blog site in January, it erupted within a discussion of the ongoing literary unmasking of JT LeRoy-with the revelation that the ingénue who made media and A-list club appearances in the name of JT was in fact a woman by the name of Savannah Knoop (''JT Leroy [sic] De-Masked''). 9 Far from being an uncommon event, such revelations have become habitually recurring instances of a cultural phenomenon best described by one MetaFilter blogger as ''a Kaycee Nicole moment. '' 10 In effect, A Million Little Pieces created a pragmatic context for a community of bloggers, many of whom had not even read the book: one that called attention to self-presentation as a central cultural concern, connecting James Frey, JT LeRoy, Kaycee Nicole, and a countless host of others whose selfhood is no longer self-evident. In the words of one MetaFilter contributor, who linked the Smoking Gun piece to the JT LeRoy post less than an hour after the story broke: ''Looks like the sockpuppets are taking over the world'' (''JT Leroy [sic] De-Masked'').
The ''sockpuppet'' reference is quite revealing. While the JT LeRoy hoax and James Frey's biographical inaccuracies are ''real world'' instances of misrepresentation by way of traditional mass media, the comparison with Kaycee Nicole and the use of an Internet slang term 11 for someone who creates an alternate identity online in order to deceive an audience would seem to indicate a shared set of assumptions concerning the thorny issue of identity-namely that today, on-and offline, the subject-position is not what it used to be.
A communication model based on ''sockpuppetry'' depends upon a transmission view of communication, in that it assumes that agents communicate through a medium and control the degree of accuracy that passes through an inherently ambiguous channel. Yet at some point, the sockpuppet becomes a social agent in its own right within the network of exchanges that define an online community. These increasingly common moments of drifting social agency mark an increasingly recognizable feature of everyday life in an informatic society. While for the blogging community Kaycee Nicole serves as a useful shorthand to call attention to the problem of trust in a domain in which identity is potentially unstable, one could track this conundrum of online identity to that mid-1980s ur-tale of Joan/Julie, 12 the paraplegic online persona of a male psychiatrist who developed a strong, supportive connection with a number of women in CompuServe chat rooms, only to find himself incapable of controlling the social networks ''Julie'' had set in motion, or the strong feelings of betrayal he induced in others once he revealed his ''true self.'' In all of these stories, from Joan/Julie to James Frey, what makes the news a ''scandal'' is not the betrayal of trust per se, but the fact that this betrayal lays bare a scene of contested values concerning agency and identity in an increasingly mediated society. To approach the scandal of sockpuppetry by way of a ritual view of communication (rather than the transmission view that it apparently assumes) would call attention to these online exchanges as a ''dramatic action in which the reader joins a world of contending forces as an observer at a play'' (Carey 21) . There are contending forces at work here to the extent that, as Jordan notes in the blog response to Debbie Swenson's confession, the medium of identity-play is at the same time cast as a digital forum for a language of the heart (207 -08). While a transmission view of communication forces us to question what gets transmitted, a communication-as-ritual view reveals the degree to which the performance of these social narratives-misrepresentation, circulation, revelation, denunciation-speaks to a core cultural conflict in American popular culture surrounding the nature of identity in a media-saturated society.
ÃÃÃÃÃ
During the past decade and a half, two narratives dominated our understanding of online identity. The first suggested that online interaction allowed for a more direct mode of communication between participants, because users could cast off social artifice and speak from the heart (think Meg Ryan and Tom Hanks in You've Got Mail). The second narrative warned to trust no one online, because anyone could be posing as anyone else online, and probably was (as in Peter Steiner's New Yorker cartoon, ''On the Internet, nobody knows you're a dog''). The James Frey story foregrounds the conflict between these two narratives, and the degree to which this conflict marks a broader social and cultural concern about the stability of the subject-position in a society increasingly dominated by circulations and flows. It is a conflict between a dominant ideology of the modern subject, as carried out on a majority of weblogs, and an ideology of identity predicated upon a fluid understanding of the postmodern self.
As Julie Rak notes, a majority of weblogs follow along a modernist, liberal interpretation of self as autonomous agent, privileging selfexpression. As such, the rhetoric of blogging depends upon self-disclosure, an ethics of honest self-revelation, and a generalized sense of the integrity of self. With the exception of the most cynical of responses to hoaxes such as that of Kaycee Nicole, participants in blog discussions of these scandals assume a shared ''community ethos'' based on the implicit or explicit belief in the possibility of ''authentic online personae'' ( Jordan 208) . Likewise, in his study of UK weblogging, Reed notes a dominant tendency in journal bloggers to claim ''my blog is me,'' and asserts that violations such as Kaycee Nicole function as ''an exception that proves the rule' ' (227, 241n4) . What is more, Reed argues that for journal bloggers, the blog site does not merely represent the self; rather, it serves as a substitute self, which replicates online (albeit incompletely) a ''me'' that parallels offline subjectivity (227). This dominant ideology runs contrary to a tendency to treat online representation as an opportunity to experiment with alternate forms of identity construction. The fact that online presence demands a form of self-construction that substitutes ''representation'' for ''the real'' calls attention to the process by which identity is always a performance of representations. 13 As Sandy Stone argues, we are all, in effect, multiple selves; the identity crises of ''crossdressing psychiatrists'' and Kaycee Nicoles are merely extreme examples of the fragmented, contingent ''nature'' of constructed identities. Thus, as Vincent Hevern points out, reading chronological entries of any one blog reveals a high prevalence of self-contradictory statements and points of view, often without comment or notice. ''Threads'' of identity, he argues, map negotiations of identity as a fluid, morphing self (331 -32).
The ''contending forces'' marked out by these two narratives of identity are not self-contradictory; rather, the dominant form and genre of blogging interpellates the Web blogger as a unified subject, while at the same time marking multiple, competing narratives that cannot answer to the hailings of the genre. In other words, we find two competing narratives of identity in the blogosphere: a dominant ideology of authenticity and a minor expression of a constructivist self. In Jordan's reading of the Kaycee Nicole affair, he suggests that the vehemence with which the blog community demonized Debbie was in part an attempt to assert this dominant ideology, while at the same time suppress the dialogic, constructivist nature of all self-representation on the Web. One might argue that the James Frey affair provided the blogging community with a ''Kaycee Nicole Moment'' precisely because Frey's violation of the memoir convention brought to the fore this same tension within a society dependent upon mediated self-representation: a tension between media as channels of the heart and media as arenas of narrative construction.
Clearly The Smoking Gun, as a form of ''media filter'' Web site, takes agency and authenticity seriously, as do a large number of bloggers. Yet the fact that the TSG revelations generated discussion in the mass media and in the blogosphere alike suggests that ''the story'' here is not one that can be quickly dismissed as a simple matter of lies and untruth. Note that, as Reed suggests, the dominant ideology of blogging denies the mediated quality of these texts, treating them as ''channel[s]'' for ''brain dumps'' (228). Such an account of blogging operates within a communication-as-transmission model, with the ultimate good conceived of as a ''pure'' channel. 14 Frey, by fabricating details, violated the dominant ideology of communication-as-transmission by intentionally introducing error, thereby corrupting not only his own narrative, but the channel of communication itself, namely the cultural nexus marked by blogs, memoirs, and Oprah's couch.
In his introduction to the collection of essays, The Ethics of Life Writing, Paul John Eakin writes, ''When life writers fail to tell the truth . . . they do more than violate a literary convention governing nonfiction as a genre; this disobey a moral imperative'' (2 -3) . That moral imperative, he goes on to argue, has its roots in the historical connection in the modern West between autobiographical writing as a genre and ''the emergence of the individual as a primary cultural value'' (6) . The primacy of the first-hand depends upon a primacy of the individual as both social agent and observer. Thus as Paul Lauritzen takes up in his discussion of the controversy surrounding factual inaccuracies in 1992 Nobel Prize winner Rigoberta Menchú 's account of human rights abuses in Guatemala:
If we are to invite others to engage in social action in part on the basis of appeals to experience, if experiential narratives are to inform practical deliberation, then we need to raise serious questions about the reliability and credibility of experiential narratives and their narrators. Did the events really happen? Is the narrator reliable? Are there competing narratives to which we must listen? These are the kinds of questions that we must answer if we are to draw on experiential narratives when deliberating morally. (36 -37)
Frey's narrative of recovery and redemption clearly falls into this category of an experiential narrative that attempts a form of moral deliberation. And as with I, Rigoberta Menchu´, one can attempt to dispel such questions of credibility by claiming either that A Million Little Pieces is exempt from such concerns because of its genre as memoir, or that while inaccurate in the details, the book sets forth a larger truth about the nature of addiction and recovery ). Frey's own negotiations as an author-the distinction he sets up between the genre of autobiography and the genre of memoir-suggest the same sort of conflict: that one can lie and tell the truth at the same time. One can also hear this conflict in Oprah Winfrey's attempt to suss out the truth of the book that somehow transcends the falsehoods that it contains. Likewise, for the community of Frey readers and for the community of support on his Web site, the ''real story'' still speaks, even as the concept of ''the real'' is itself a matter of flux. I would argue that these competing narratives-a narrative of the heart and a narrative of identity in flux-mark a central conflict in contemporary American popular culture.
While genre issues (memoir vs. autobiography, literary truth vs. literal truth) provide a foundation for much of the blog discussion in those first days following The Smoking Gun piece, these discussions took place within a medium and a genre in which (as Jordan notes with the Kaycee Nicole debate) users post using screen names, and the threat of the ''sockpuppet'' always plays in the background of any discussion. These blog exchanges are not merely conveying information related to the Frey controversy; they are establishing a cultural terrain for the performance of social concerns related to the nature of truth, revelation, and self-disclosure in a mediated, network society. An analysis of the Frey controversy, in the context of both the furious uptake of the topic on blog sites, and a background of several high-profile blog hoaxes, 15 forces us to ask how blogs create a story circle rather than an informatic circuit-one that allows for a reversibility of teller, tale, and audience, which in turn legitimates a sense of community.
The Frey controversy and the voices and opinions of the million little weblogs suggest a ''world of contending forces'' in which identity and self-representation are very much up for grabs. We are increasingly comfortable with the idea that identity functions as a kind of memethat we are who we link to. MySpace and FaceBook play out in the same world as Plain Layne literary experiments and identity theft phishing schemes. At the same time, the desire for a forum-online with the bloggers, or on the couch with Oprah-that speaks from and to the heart still functions as a dominant ritual of communication that affirms who we are and where we belong in society. James Frey's A Million Little Pieces triggered the controversy it did because it speaks to both of these social narratives, and it played out the conflict of these contending forces on the two screens that increasingly dominate our everyday lifescreens that increasingly serve as the context for our ongoing communicative rituals that define our place in the social world.
Notes

